Students of the Month – April 2019
6th grade
Sawyer Towne - Boat House is very proud to nominate Sawyer Towne as Student of the Month. Sawyer
consistently exhibits all the attributes of our SAILS Pledge. Whether he is working with classmates
investigating, questioning, or collaborating he always contributes valuable insights and listens actively to others
as they share their ideas. Sawyer works hard at meeting deadlines for all school assignments and always
helps others do the same. Sawyer will often ask clarifying questions about his assignments in order to turn in
work that is complete and accurate. Sawyer states clearly what he thinks and always reflects a disciplined
approach to his work. His arguments are informed, evidence based and sensitive to others. The O’Maley
community is fortunate to have such an exemplar of strong and positive leadership.
Lyla Spear - Lyla is an awesome member of Harbor House. She exemplifies SAILS values, especially
Acceptance and Integrity. She always does her best, and is kind to classmates and teachers. Lyla is the first to
help out a friend, and to try something new. We are lucky to have her as a member of the O'Maley community!
We will miss you as you move to seventh grade next year.
Evelyn Porter - Light House is proud to nominate Evelyn Porter as this month's student of the month. She has
been a positive member of Lighthouse since the first day of school. In science she is curious, creative, kind
and supportive to everyone, often offering to help struggling peers. She has steadfastly held the door all year
without expecting a thank you from anyone. She is nice to everyone, every day! Evelyn's kind spirit and thirst
for knowledge makes her an easy choice for student of the month. Keep it up Evelyn!

7th grade
Dirigo House - Anna Cinelli - Anna is helpful, focused, motivated, and appropriately competitive. She also has
an aura of great positive energy about her. She also works very hard in a challenging math class. She has not
given up all year and completes her assignments on time. Anna exhibits Acceptance of all her peers as she is
quick to help anyone in need and quietly Leads by example - Anna offers a healthy attitude and never
boisterous when she wins or surpasses others academically.
Beauport House - Sofia Orlando - Sofia always comes prepared to class and eager to learn. She
demonstrates leadership by continuously participating in her classes as well as success through all of her
hard work. She also shows service by being really helpful with testing and cleaning the water in the fish tank.
Sofia truly is a role model student and a pleasure to have in class.
Phoenix House - Halle Wentworth - Phoenix House has chosen Halle Wentworth as our student of the month.
Halle consistently works hard in all of her classes, even when there are distractions and challenges. Halle
always shows service to her community by helping her teachers and peers. Keep up the great work, Halle!

8th grade
Ocean 102 - Barret Buckley - Ocean House would like to honor Barret for all his hard work this year! He is
always on top of things and stays focused and gives his best even when it's challenging! He is a positive
leader through dedication to his studies and his desire to strive for perfection. He is funny and polite and a
great kid!
Beach 103 - Renara Barreto - Because she is learning English, Renara has to work even harder than her
classmates, and she does that with a great attitude! She never gives up even when it gets difficult. She is polite
and kind and a role model for the SAILS value Integrity as she always does what is right and always has a
positive outlook!
Anchor 120 - Frank Crivello - Frank is such a good friend to all his classmates; he always lives the SAILS
value of Acceptance! He is respectful to everyone and has a cheerful disposition and a positive attitude. In his
classes, he works hard whether it is with individual work or in groups. He really is a pleasure to have on the
Anchor Team!

